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OUR MISSION STATEMENT:  
Temple Sholom is a Reform Jewish congregation that welcomes traditional and non 
traditional Jewish families and individuals, aspiring to create a warm and caring  
Jewish atmosphere fostering inclusiveness and community. We engage in life long 
learning, worship, lifecycle events and social action (Tikun Olam), while cultivating  
a love and understanding of our Jewish heritage and promoting the perpetuation  
of Judaism. Temple Sholom strives to be an inclusive and accessible synagogue,  
welcoming to all who wish to meaningfully participate in our Jewish community.

HAPPY CHANUKAH

The first candle is on December 12th and Chanukah runs through 12/20

Come celebrate on December 15
K-2 Service at 6pm  

Congregational Chanukah Shabbat Dinner at 7pm  
 Bring your menorah! RSVP on temple website

Temple Sholom  
Chanukah Lego Night

Thursday, Dec. 14th  
6:00pm-7:30pm

Open to everyone
RSVP on temple website



PILLAR BENEFACTORS

Ellen Berman

Natalie Darwin

Bill & Sandra Dreier

Alex & Luna Kaufman

David & Kathy  
Korngruen

Marianne Kriman

Daniel & Ellen Wolff

TRIPLE CHAI

Linda & David Nieporent

Mark & Sandra  
Nussenfeld

DOUBLE CHAI

Austin & Stacey Bender

Jonathan & Laura Bransky

Lynda Goldschein

Claire Greenberg

Scott & Sara Lerner

Robin Lyons

Alan Nacht 

David Richmand

George & Marlen Pogosky

Steven & Ann Saltzman

Janet Weinstein

CHAI

Anonymous

Marvin & Pam Brander

Marjorie Cohen

Barbara Danziger

Roger & Adrienne  
Graubard

Bruce & Jill Harris

David Harris

Alice Jaffe

Marion Portnoy

James & Stacey  
Pritchett

Michael & Roberta  
Zito

Temple Topics is published 8 times each year by  
Temple Sholom, 1925 Lake Avenue, Scotch Plains.  

This newsletter is available at no cost to subscribers.

Under the new Mishpakha 
Benefactor program, members 
who give 18% (Chai), 36%  
(Double Chai), 54% (Triple  
Chai) or 108% (Pillar) over  
the Sustaining Amount are  
recognized as Benefactors.  
We thank them for their 
commitment to and generous 
support of Temple Sholom. 
 

INTERESTED IN LEARNING 
HOW YOU CAN BECOME  
A BENEFACTOR?  
 

Contact Mark Nussenfeld  
at 908.305.1061 or
1stVP@sholomnj.org

Thank you to our Benefactor Members

LET US KNOW WHAT IS GOING ON IN YOUR LIFE!
 
Please let us know about your good news and
simchas. We would love to print it in Temple Topics
so that our entire congregation can kvell and shep
nachas with you. Just call, fax or e-mail the Temple
office and share your glad tidings.

Judaism has a moment to share joys and sorrows
with the community—an Aliyah. Please call the
Temple office by Wednesday morning of any given 
week if you would like an Aliyah for the following 
Shabbat.

If you become ill or are hospitalized, please  
let us know. Rabbi Abraham would like to visit  
you, and we would like to add your name to our  
Mi-Sheberach list. The hospital is NOT allowed  
to contact the Temple or the Rabbi unless you  
explicitly request them to do so.

Note: To let us know about your news, please  
contact the Temple office directly.

Temple Sholom
A Reform Congregation affiliated with the

Union for Reform Judaism (URJ)

 Rabbi Joel N. Abraham

 Rabbi Emeritus Gerald A. Goldman

 Cantor Darcie Naomi Sharlein

 President Karyn Weingarten

 Director of Education  Jennifer Levine

 Temple Administrator  Barbara Cooke

 Bookkeeper  Gayle Nettler

 Religious School 
 Administrative Assistant Amy Winkler

 Editor  Lisa Tannenbaum

 Advertising Coordinator  Linda Nieporent

 Temple Phone  908.889.4900

 E-mail  sholom@sholomnj.org

EXECUTIVE BOARD

 President  Karyn R. Weingarten 

 1st VP Mark Nussenfeld 

 2nd VP Pamela Brander 

 Secretary  Jonathan Kaplan 

 Treasurer  Lainie Sokolsky 

 Asst. Treasurer Linda Nieporent 

 Immediate Past President Suzanne M. Lyte 

TRUSTEES

Stacey Bender

Jonathan Bransky

David Carton

Marjorie Cohen

Lisa Drapkin

Bruce Harris

Daniel Jablon

Matt Klein

Aron Laufer

Scott Lerner

Bill Nadel

Eugene Schulman 

Daniel Sussman

Jill Wallis

HONORARY MEMBERS 
OF THE BOARD

Natalie Darwin 

William Dreier 

Sandra Dreier

Catherine Gilbert 

Luna Kaufman

Sandra Nussefeld 

 

Steven Saltzman 

Martin Schwartz

Susan Sedwin 

Neil Smith 

Lucille Taub

Susan Weiseman
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FROM THE RABBI’S STUDY

Keep It Civil (But Not Necessarily Secular) 

Two classic stories about synagogues: 

The new rabbi comes to town.  The first Shabbat that she is leading 
services, half the congregation stands up for the sh’ma and half the 
congregation sits.  Immediately, an argument breaks out.  “What are 
you doing?  The new rabbi is here.  Stand up like you’re supposed to!”  
“What do you mean, we have always sat for the sh’ma. What kind of an 
apikouros (heretic) are you?”  Before the congregation can come to blows, 
the rabbi tries to engage them in a conversation about the minhagim (tradi-
tions) of the congregation.  One half says they have always remained seated 
for the sh’ma, the other half says the opposite.  No matter whom the rabbi 
asks, no one has a definitive answer that the others will accept.  Finally, they 
send the rabbi to the house of the oldest member of the congregation, one 
of the founders, who has just reached his 100th birthday.  The rabbi asks him, 
“What is the real minhag of the congregation?  Do we stand for the sh’ma?”  
The senior member shakes his head, “I don’t remember that.”  “Do we sit for 
the sh’ma?”  The senior member shakes his head, “I don’t remember that 
either.”  “You have to know.  Otherwise, they’ll keep shouting and each other 
and arguing all the way through the service.”  The senior member’s eyes light  
up, “Ah, now that’s what I remember.”
 
Second story - a person goes seeking the famous atheist of L’vov.  She reaches the town and 
goes to the local tavern, the market, the library, and all the places she can think to look. Finally, 
out of desperation, she goes to the least likely building in town, she thinks, to find an atheist: the 
synagogue.  There, of course, is where the famous atheist can be found.  Dumbfounded, she asks 
him why he would be in the synagogue, of all places.  Is he coming to speak to God?  “No,” he 
replies.  “Schwartz comes here to speak to God.  I come here to speak to Schwartz.”
 
One of the unexpected challenges in being the long-term rabbi of a congregation is monitoring 
and taking responsibility for the tenor of conversation between congregants.  No one wants to be 
a member of a congregation that is arguing all the time.  Conversely, no one wants to be a  
member of a congregation where people of differing opinions are not accepted.  Unsurprisingly,  
being a Reform congregation in a state in the Northeast, most of our members are politically 
liberal.  However, our diverse congregation includes not only people of different socio-economic 
levels, backgrounds and educations, but also of differing political beliefs.  Confronting the story 
of a rabbi who had banned all political discussions in their congregations, we went the opposite 
direction.  We imagined that, as our sacred space, Temple Sholom should indeed be the place 
where people can feel safe sharing their opinions, even if they disagree.

Admittedly, we are not there, all the time, yet.  We have created a list of Jewish values that help 
us respect each other in our conversations (see this column from Summer of last year  
http://sholomravtempletopics.blogspot.com/2016/05.)  This past election season, dedicated  
Temple volunteers brought together congregants with widely divergent political views for a 
potluck meal to watch the gubernatorial debate.  The evening was a great success - and a path 
forward.  We may not be where we want to be, but we are working hard.  The trick is for all of us 
to remember - we are all good people, and often believe in the same goals, we just have different 
ways that we think are the right ways to get there. 

Rabbi Joel N. Abraham

Al tariv im adam  

chinam, im lo  

gamalcha ra’ah.

Do not trump up 

an argument with 

someone, if they 

have not done  

you any harm.  

- Proverbs 3:30



CANTOR’S CORNER

When you think about Shabbat, what comes to mind? Candles, wine, 

and challah? A family meal? Friday night services? These may be the 

things we think of first, and they are all beautiful possibilities for how  

we might keep Shabbat – but when our image of Shabbat stops there, 

we are missing the opportunity for something that can be very special 

and enriching in our lives.

The possibility of the great promise Shabbat can hold is embedded 

above in the Hebrew word “vayinafash,” which translates as “and was  

refreshed.” This Hebrew word shares the same root as “nefesh,” or “soul” 

(notice the n-f-sh in common). With this in mind, we can understand that, 

having rested on the seventh day, God was “refreshed” in a profoundly  

deep way. By extension, Shabbat holds the same possiblility for us.

I invite you to try an exercise I did with some of our Religious School  

students during a Family Track session last trimester. Grab a pencil so  
you can jot down your thoughts below.

Imagine you were given a full day with no appointments or commitments, no place you needed to  

be, and nothing that needed to get done. Imagine what this day of freedom would look like for you. 

1. What would you make sure not to do?

2. What would you do?

3. How do you feel, imagining this day?

 

With Shabbat, Judaism gives us the gift of a day: one day each week unlike the other six, during 

which we might rest and find ourselves refreshed – but it’s hard to let ourselves take that time. 

It’s hard to step back and slow down, yet it can be necessary for our own health and well-being. 

So now try this: Look back to your answers from #1 above. Is there anything from that list that 

you can cut out from your life from sundown on Friday until sundown on Saturday? Now look 

back to your answers to #2. Is there anything from this list that you can make part of your  

Friday night and/or Saturday routine? 

It may not be possible to realize your vision of a “day of freedom” in its entirety, but likely there 

are parts of it you can make regular practice in your life. Allowing ourselves that time may not 

be easy, but with intention and some effort, it is possible. Think of Shabbat as a beautifully 

wrapped gift that arrives on your doorstep each week. Decide what you want – what you  

need – to be inside that box, and allow yourself to unwrap it, to enjoy it, and to be refreshed by 

it. You may even feel it in your soul.

Cantor Darcie Sharlein
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Uvayom hash’vi-i,  
shavat vayinafash.  

And on the  
seventh day,  

God rested and  
was refreshed.
-Exodus 31:17



PRESIDENT’S MONTHLY MEMO

By now, I hope you are more familiar with our Mishpakha Program 
and our alternative dues model.  In past articles, I have suggested 
ways for us all to volunteer and maximize our involvement with 
Temple Sholom.  Donating your time and energy is critical to the 
success of our community.  I appreciate what you have chosen to 
do with your commitment to Temple Sholom.  Each of you is what 
makes Temple Sholom meaningful.

Interpersonal relationships, within our Temple community and others, shape our  
daily lives and our goals for our futures.  Many distractions, electronic and otherwise, as 
well as fast-paced lives prevent us from honoring these relationships.  I know that it is a 
challenge to be truly present as I am often focused on the next place I need to be with 
my kids or what needs to be done at home or work.  With Thanksgiving, we focus on 
expressing gratitude.  Annual reflection is not enough.  We need to express our thanks 
and love for others throughout the year.  A genuine smile is a simple way and may lead 
us to other acts of loving kindness, Tikkun Olam, and Tzedekah.  

Take a moment and think about someone who made a difference in your life, your 
week, or your day.  There is always someone who needs you to make a difference in 
theirs.  Suggestions of such opportunities are throughout Temple Topics, the weekly 
Flame email, and our website.  We may choose to make a monetary tribute in honor or 
in memory of someone who is or was important to us.  A list of Tzedakah opportunities 
within Temple Sholom is on the back cover of Temple Topics and we now have two new 
Temple Funds which focus on the educational experiences and interpersonal  
relationships of our youth.

The Education Inclusion Fund was recently created to assist Religious School, JU, and 
Confirmation students who have special learning or behavioral needs.  The goal is to 
enable them to fully participate in and benefit from all Religious School activities at 
Temple Sholom.  The Fund will help train teachers and staff members and provide  
resources to support the successful inclusion of children with special needs in our  
educational programming.

The Chai Campership Fund was recently created by the Board of Trustees in honor of 
Rabbi Joel Abraham’s 18th anniversary at Temple Sholom.  Rabbi Abraham has been 
a driving force encouraging our youth to experience Jewish-based summer camp and 
travel to Israel.  This new Chai Campership Fund will support our children in attending 
such programs.  

Temple Sholom offers many opportunities to explore learning and prayer as well as to 
engage in events with family and friends.  Your generosity, of your time and money, helps  
us to accomplish and fully maximize such possibilities at Temple Sholom.  Thank you.

Karyn Weingarten
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RELIGIOUS SCHOOL NEWS AND VIEWS

Shalom All,

As we head into the colder months, I wanted to share some 
thoughts about friendship. I truly believe one of the most  
important ways we can embrace life, build our community and 
connect Jewishly is through building friendships here at Temple 
Sholom. Think of your favorite experiences—both when you were 
a child and as an adult. They most likely involved shared times 
with a good friend. Feeling safe and connected with others  
is not only the best way to enjoy an experience, but research shows 
that it helps learning.I have seen time and again when a child is  
experiencing resistance to school, anxiety, or disruptive behavior,  
actively supporting the child’s friendships can be a simple yet hugely  
effective way to shift to a positive experience.

Our Religious school teaching staff is very aware of this and active works to support 
friendships here at Temple Sholom. Students have many opportunities during class 
to work in small groups that are mixed frequently to create new combinations. On 
Tuesdays, “Hebrew Buddies”‚ allow our older students to provide gentle coaching 
and role modeling to our younger ones. “Open Classroom”‚ in which students move 
from class to class, provides more opportunities for students in different grade to 
meet and relate.

When a new child joins our school, we intentionally find him/her someone in class 
to be a special friend.

Parents can support Hebrew school friendships by inquiring from your child’s  
teacher who they are bonding with, getting in touch with the parent and planning 
to come to services, Holiday events together or even planning something special 
outside of Religious school.

In addition, parents can model creating new friends by introducing themselves to a 
fellow parent at pick up or drop off. I know all of you and sometimes I am stunned 
to find that two parents standing right next to each other have never exchanged 
greetings! Just a simple hello and the question, “Who is your child?” can bring 
warmth to the lobby!

Please let me know if you or your child would like some extra help- I love  
connecting people and watching how a new friendship can blossom and  
build our Temple community.

Warmly, 
Jennifer Levine 
Director of Education
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“Friendship:
Who finds a  

faithful friend,  
finds a treasure.”



Alexander Fisher 11/2

Elliot Kaplan 11/2

Daniel Mason 11/3

Steve Muhlstock 11/3

Elizabeth Siboldi 11/3

Michele Cole 11/4

Stacey Schoenbrun 11/4

Maya Yael Friedman 11/5

Gilbert Kaplan 11/5

Jay Bloom 11/6 

Florence Darwin 11/6

Ali Dorn 11/6

Alice Grebanier 11/6

Kenneth Lichtman 11/6

Todd Steven Pogosky 11/6

Drew Sklarin 11/6

Jane Murray 11/8

Lee Shapiro-London 11/8

Emily Hill 11/9

Elizabeth Koizumi 11/9

Elissa Steingart 11/9 

Marvin Brander 11/10

Carole Kenyon 11/10

Stephanie Klein 11/10 

Harris Laufer 11/10

Sally Isaacs 11/11

Alex Bernstein 11/13

James Pritchett 11/13

Amanda Ringel 11/13

David Schiff 11/13

Sydney Brown 11/14

Susan Feibush 11/14

Amy Zweiman 11/15

Devon Brickman 11/16

Noah Baum 11/17

Steve Gal 11/17 

Loren Hsu 11/17

Theodore Philip Six 11/17

Larry Friedman 11/18

Ms. Mallary Saltzman 11/18

Debi Scholar 11/18

Rebekah Adelson 11/20

Noah Kristiansen 11/20

Meredith White 11/120

Justin Scholar 11/21

Ted Dreier 11/22

Esther King 11/22

William Robins 11/22

David Rosen 11/24

Janet Kahn 11/25

Mathew Lieberman 11/25

Jerry Talbert 11/25 

Jill Trenk 11/27

Luna Kaufman 11/28

Rabbi Joel Abraham 11/29

Ralph Kline 11/29

Robin Rosen Chang 11/30

Jenny Piezas 11/30

William Jacob Six 11/30

Mackenzie Trenk 11/30

Michael Zito 11/30

HAPPY BIRTHDAY!
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Marcia Glatman

Marie Littman 

Anna & Yuli Vaidman

Karyn & Fred Roberts  
& son Matthew

Jason & Dana Ross  
& sons Ryan & Logan

WELCOME BACK!

Leslie Klieger, Dov Ben  
Shimon & children  

Yael & Eitan

Leonard & Neva Sachar

WELCOME NEW MEMBERS!

Jeffrey & Gina Banks 12/7

Michele & Mitchell Cole 12/10

Gary & Jodye Darwin 12/14

Rachel & Bruce Binkowitz 12/15

Marvin & Susan Lehman 12/20

Steven & Wendy Herzberg 12/23

Marsha & Jay Bloom 12/24

HAPPY ANIVERSARY

Jonathan Schaffer just had his latest blog 
entry about his most recent trip to Ukraine 
published by The National Council on Public 
History on their History@Work blog site.  

Check it out!

http://ncph.org/history-at-work/ 
re-encountering-the-jewish-past-in-ukraine

SPOTLIGHT MEMBER
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SPOTLIGHT MEMBER

Daniel Serna being honored as 2017 Homefirst Hero at the Homefirst  
Housing & Family Services Annual Evening of Thanks on November 1, 2017.

^  Text and image taken from HomeFirst program

Ellen Berman in front 
of the wall of wimples 

in the sanctuary for 
Simchat Torah >

SPOTLIGHT HOLIDAY



Holiday 
Boutique
Sunday Dec 3 

9am-1pm 

1925 Lake Ave 
Scotch Plains 

Temple Sholom 

Free and open to the public

This event is a fundraiser for Temple Sholom's educational programs. 
Our vendors generously donate a portion of their sales. 

Come shop our new featured vendors!

Handcrafted wood decor signsHandmade soaps, salt bars, lotions, 
lip balms, scrubs, whipped soaps

Fun, fashionable clothing, 
handbags, jewelry, scarves, 

gloves, accessories 

Hand 
designed 
&crafted 
jewelry

Stationery, gift stickers, notepads, 
camp items, other paperie

Tooth fairy pillows 

Trendy selection of accessories, jewelry, 
hats, gloves, scarves, handbags, clothing

Art, travel, landscape photography

Shabbat candles, challah covers, tallit, 
Chanukah items,decor 

Children's crafts, 
games, toys, gifts

Organic soaps

Handcrafted jewelry, 
decorated glass blocks

Food truck with 
acai & pitaya bowls

Jojo's Bags  
    & Things

JLS by Design

Handcrafted wine racks and accent 
tables made from reclaimed wood

Fairy Dreams Pillows

Creations by Cathee
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DECEMBER 1 
William Armm

Sarah Braveman

Allan Cohen

Frank Dresdale

Tracey Edelman

Jennie Fishman

Samuel Fox

Rosemond Goldsmith

Herbert Hirshfield

Ina Hull

Eileen Kaplan

Josephine Koprowski

Dr. Maurice Kunzman

Joseph J. Mutnick

Morris Perlmutter

Gwendolyn Redfern

Abe Resch

Dr. Jacob Rosenblatt

David Seiden

Mollie Shapiro

Joseph Sherman

Jack Sosin

Merle Teschner

Carol Urso

Samuel Wahrsager

Albert Weiseman

DECEMBER 8 
Julius N. Asch

Fay Behr

Irving Berger

Louis Bisgay

Leona R. Braustein

Paul Chernin

Frances Cohen

Harold Cohen

John Dresdale

Bernard Epstein

Abraham Fishman

Susan Glantz

Sadie Glanzer

Stacey Goldstein

Louis Jacobson

Monroe Katz

Morris Kraemer

Benjamin Kritchman

Hyman Levine

Sophie Levine

Benjamin Lichtenstein

Marion (Terry) Monzella

Frances Moskowitz

Hershl Podwysoker

Isidor Reiss

Mildred Rosenfeld

Carl Saltzman

Brian Schnitzer

Martin Henry Seiden

Ida Tedlow

Simon Tobey

Eric Wachtel

Morris Wahrsager

Sherman Wahrsager

Sherman Wahrsager

Anna Weigl

Elliot Weinstein

Murray Weiss

George Joseph Wexley

DECEMBER 15 
Leonard Blacker

Alvin Bloom

Ruth Broad

Jack Brown

Gershon Chernin

Leo Chester

Bella Cohen

Roger Feldman

Harry Gorsky

Sylvia Greenspan

Diane Gusack

Irving Hoffman

Herman Jacobs

Donna Kibbel

Enya Kilberg

Rita Leffler

Irving Levine

Jacob Levy

Pauline Miller

Felicie Moser

Garry Nemet

Edward Petchesky

Sue Schroeder

Irving Schwartz

Herman Seiden

Lennard Semel

Milton Simkin

Liz Stein

Paul Lewis Weiss

DECEMBER 22 
Rose Barnett

Hyman Brief

Dr. Mortimer Chanko

Arnold Cohn

Henry M. Dreier

Sophie Dreier

Harold Enda

Alexander Fromm

Marie Fuss

Anna Gittelman

Harry Gladstone

David Goldberg

Sidney Gordon

Esther Hammer

Morris Jaffe

Joseph Joffe

Gerald Kadish

Ira Theodore Kaplan

Sidney Katz

Sylvia Knopp

Louis Levy

Samuel Liebowitz

Maximillian Lowenthal

Samuel Richman

Stephen Scher

Simon Schnerman

Carl Schultz

Constant Segal

Alfred Shapiro

Irving Sigal

Samuel Solott

Sylvia Stonehill

the Jews of Litin Ukraine

Harry Vogel

Joseph Weinstein

Harold Weiss

Arther Weyuker

Mack Wolfson

DECEMBER 29 
Rabbi Michael Abraham

Rosa Barish

David Bowen

Libby Brown

Beatrice Dreier

Bess Faust

Bess Faust

Sylvia Fingerman

Rose Garfinkle

Hugo Golin

Celia Gordon

Sarah Kahn

Marc Kluge

Belle Loberfeld

Nathan Loomar

Jack Mazer

Sally Meyerson

Ruth Pearl

Lise Polishook

Howard Richman

Isabel Romm

Maurice Rosen

Libby Sachar

Libby Sachar

Edna Kaufman Sachs

Everett Stein

Jack Stein

Isidore Taffel

Adele Tauriello

Lloyd Temes

CYCLE OF LIFE
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Condolences to Daniel & Sam Grodberg  

on their mother, Emily Grodberg

CONDOLENCES TO:



THANK YOU

Thank you to all who donated Scrip gift cards to Hurricane Harvey relief. 

Members purchased almost $3,000 in Scrip that was sent to Congregation Beth Israel in Houston to  

be distributed to those in need.  We received the following letter from Rabbi David Lyon thanking the 

Temple Sholom community for the much needed donations.
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SPOTLIGHT EVENT

Kristallnacht Program on November 5

Ann Saltzman, Chair of the Holocaust Education    
 Committee introduces speaker, Dr. Florette Cohen >

^ Dr. Cohen speaking to attendees after the program

WOMEN ON OUR OWN

WOOO is an active group of Temple members, comprised of 
widows, women who are divorced, or single.  Our WOOO meeting 
on November 12th was a great success.  It included a time for us to 
socialize, which we always enjoy. 

<  Sandy Abraham, Alice Jaffe, 
Marjorie Cohen

SAVE THE DATE
Havdalah Potluck & Trivia Night 

January 6th • 6pm
 All are invited to come out and have some fun!



NOTES FROM ABROAD

Our Sister Congregation in Budapest 
Sim Shalom Congregation, November 7, 2017

 We tried something new for our Sukkot celebration this year;  
instead of building a Succah and using it in the evening, we had a day 
time celebration featuring the Etrog and Lulav ritual plus a feast of grilled 
vegetables, and whatever else people brought to share. The event was held 
on a Sunday afternoon in a public park on the banks of the Danube, in a 
section of the city where many Jewish families are living. Adam Komaromi, 
one of our new Board memers, ran the grill with his family helping 
out. It all took place in a space partially closed in on three sides 
by tall bushes, and open to the sky, like a Sukkah. Besides our own 
members and a large group of foreign visitors who just happened 
to learn about the celebration from our website, a large crowd of 
neighborhood kids gathered to learn how to shake the lulav. You can 
see them in the attached photos.

 To have enough room for the festival crowd in which to 
celebrate Simchat Torah, we again borrowed a room from our 
Unitarian friends, who had hosted us for Yom Kippur. Our two new 
and very active Board members, Peter Arvai and Adam Komaromi, 
were honored by being named as the Bridegrooms for the reading 
of the last and first verses of the Torah, restarting the annual reading 
cycle. But before they could be called up to the Torah for their 
Aliyahs, they first had to receive their Jewish names (in Hebrew). And 
since she had never received one when young during the communist 
era, Adam’s mother also got her Jewish name that evening, to 
complete Adam’s Jewish name. All in all, it was a joyous and moving 
occasion, as you’ll see in the photos. And of course, after the reading 
of the Torah, everyone had a chance to dance with it. Those photos 
are mostly too blurry to show!

 On a more practical and serious note, the process for our 
getting the use of some city-owned real estate to use as a synagogue 
is moving ahead at a very ponderous rate of speed. The request for 
bids for the flat we hope to get will be issued in the next couple of 
weeks. The bids have to be made, evaluated, and finally a decision 
rendered on whose bid is accepted. Since the property has been 
vacant for almost 10 years, we hope that ours will be the best or even 
only bid. So cross your fingers for our success. Getting these fine 
premises would be a big step forward for the congregation.

 I’ll close with another good bit of news. Diane Senechal, 
a member of B’nei Jeshurun congregation in NYC, has moved to 
Hungary for two years to teach in Hungarian schools. She is trained to  
leyn the Torah, and has offered to leyn for us at our Torah services. 
This will add greatly to the beauty of our services. And since B’nei 
Jeshurun is famous for the beauty of the music in it’s services, we’re 
hopeful that Diane will teach us some of the tunes used there in 
chanting the prayers. We also like a very musical service, and are 
always eager to learn new melodies. 
 
Best wishes, 

Jesse Weil

Any U.S. reader who wishes to make a donation to Sim Shalom Congregation can  
do so by going to the web site of our support organization, Friends of Sim Shalom; 
http://www.friendsofsimshalom.org/

Your support will be much appreciated at this difficult time.  
And for more information about the congregation visit the website:
http://www.sim-shalom.org
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SOCIAL ACTION CORNER
 

ST. JOHN’S • December 29
We will be serving meatloaves at St. John’s Soup Kitchen.  

 
Please consider donating a meatloaf or 2 to feed the hungry.  

You can drop them off at the Temple anytime and we will  
store them in the freezer.  

 
If you’d like to volunteer to help serve at St. John’s,  
please contact Jill Harris at jillharris@comcast.net   

 
We are also collecting socks and bags to hand out.

KING’S DAUGHTERS DAY SCHOOL 
We will once again adopt needy families and  

supply them with gifts for the holidays. 
 

If you’d like to adopt a person or a family, please contact  
Barbara in the office at 908-889-4900. 

 
The deadline for gift collection is December 18th.

14

SPOTLIGHT PROGRAM

Wine and dessert will be served

Mindy Goldberger and Mark Lindenberg, Chairs

For more information contacrt Robert Lichtman at rlichtman@jfedgmw.org or (973) 929-2950
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Show Your Temple Pride! 
 
Here is Cantor Sharlein modeling our Temple  
Sholom Boat Bag! Mugs and car magnets are also 
available. 
 
All are available for purchase in the Temple office. 
Please make checks payable to Temple Sholom. 
 

 

Magnets $3 
Mugs   $8 
Bags:  $20 

15

Higgins Home for Funerals, Inc. 
 Serving the Jewish community since 1868 

 Prearranged Payment Plans 

 Out of State Services 

 Family 
owned and 
operated 
for over 
135 years. 

Watchung 

752 Mountain Boulevard 

Plainfield 

209 West 8th Street 

(908)756-0017 

Eighth of a 
page ads. 
Next page is 
quarter/half 
page ads 

Show Your  
Temple Pride!

Mugs and car magnets are available for 
purchase in the Temple office. Please make 

checks payable to Temple Sholom.

MAGNETS $3
MUGS $8

PLOTS AVAILABLE AT MOUNT LEBANON CEMETARY
Temple Sholom has Cemetery Plots for sale at Mount Lebanon in Iselin. There are singles, doubles  
and several multiple plots available.  We offer plots at well below the going rate as a consideration  
for our community. Non-Jewish spouses and immediate family members can also purchase plots  

alongside their loved ones where available. 

Please call David Korngruen 908-868-8982 with your questions and/or interest for more information.

 

<  First row: Claire Bisgay,  
Ellen Berman, Deanna Zollinger.  
Back row: Marjorie Cohen, Natalie 
Darwin and Irene Britman.

Celebrating Ellen Berman’s graduation
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TEMPLE SHOLOM FUNDS (Please Indicate One) 
The following are funds that members of Temple Sholom have created to encourage activities by and 

for members of the congregation and the surrounding community. Named tributes (minimum of $15) as 
well as regular donations are welcome.  

 

I would like to donate  $18  $36 $54  Other $ ____ to the fund marked below in 
 Honor /  Memory of ______________________ By ___________________ 

 My check is enclosed  Please bill my Temple account (Temple members only) 
GENERAL FUNDS

 Building Beautification Fund  
 Cantor’s Discretionary Fund  
 Congregants’ Emergency Fund 

 To provide short term financial aid to members in dire straits 
 Frances & William Goldstein Library Fund  

 To purchase & repair publications, books & equipment 
 Hospitality Fund  
 Litner/Podolier Membership Assistance Fund 
 Marie Fuss Senior Citizen Fund 

 To provide an annual special program for this membership group 
 Mortgage Retirement Fund 
 Music Fund To enhance music at the Temple 
 Prayerbook Fund 
 President’s Discretionary Fund  

To be used by the President for/to the benefit of the Temple 
 Rabbi’s Discretionary Fund 
 Temple Sholom Endowment Fund 
  Initial Funding from Harold Schwartz President’s Fund  
 Temple Sholom Wish List Donation 
 Tzedakah Fund for Social Action & Caring Committee Activities 
 Unrestricted Temple Donation 

Non Profit Org. 
U.S. POSTAGE 

PAID 
Rahway, N.J. 

Permit No. 712 

TEMPLE SHOLOM 
1925 LAKE AVENUE 
SCOTCH PLAINS, NJ 07076 

DATED MAIL 

ADDRESS SERVICE REQUESTED 

EDUCATION & SCHOLARSHIP FUNDS 
 

 A. A. Null/ Lang Kodesh Fund for Youth Activities 
 For leadership training and other worthwhile activities for Temple     
youth. 

 Goldschein/J. Schwartz Confirmation Trip Scholarship Fund 
 Irving Bussel Fund for the Benefit of the Religious School 

 For teacher education workshops 
 Norman & Iris Pianko Innovative Education Fund  

 For innovative programs for teachers and/or students of the 
Religious School 

 Rabbi Nathanson Adult Education Fund  
 For special & adult eduation programs 

 Religious School Equipment Fund 
 To purchase equipment for the Religious School 

 Ruth Rutenberg Fund for Lifelong Learning 
 To support and publicize lifelong learning 

 Sarah Fund For Religious School Scholarships 
 The Dreier Family Fund for the Religious School 

 To enhance the Religious School through art, theater, or music  
     programming 
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TEMPLE SHOLOM FUNDS (Please Indicate One)
The following are funds that members of Temple Sholom have created to encourage activities by and  
for members of the congregation and the surrounding community. Named tributes (minimum of $15)  

as well as regular donations are welcome

I would like to donate 0 $18 0 $36 0 $54 0 Other $ ____ to the fund marked below in
0 Honor / 0 Memory of ______________________ By ___________________ 

0 My check is enclosed 0 Please bill my Temple account (Temple members only)

EDUCATION & SCHOLARSHIP FUNDS

0  A. A. Null/ Lang Kodesh Fund for Youth Activities  
For leadership training and other worthwhile activities for Temple youth.

0  Chai Campership Fund 
To support our youth in attending Jewish camp & travel to Israel 

0  Education Inclusion Fund 
  Funds staffing and resources to support successful inclusion of children 
with special needs in educational programs

0  Goldschein/J. Schwartz Confirmation Trip Scholarship Fund

0  Irving Bussel Fund for the Benefit of the Religious School 
For teacher education workshops

0  Norman & Iris Pianko Innovative Education Fund  
For innovative programs for teachers and/or students of the  
Religious School

0  Rabbi Nathanson Adult Education Fund  
For special & adult eduation programs

0  Religious School Equipment Fund  
To purchase equipment for the Religious School

0  Ruth Rutenberg Fund for Lifelong Learning  
To support and publicize lifelong learning

0  Sarah Fund For Religious School Scholarships

0  The Dreier Family Fund for the Religious School  
To enhance the Religious School through art, theater, or  
music programming

GENERAL FUNDS
0  Building Beautification Fund

0  Cantor’s Discretionary Fund

0  Congregants’ Emergency Fund  
To provide short term financial aid to members in dire straits

0  Frances & William Goldstein Library Fund  
To purchase & repair publications, books & equipment

0  Hospitality Fund

0  Litner/Podolier Membership Assistance Fund

0  Marie Fuss Senior Citizen Fund  
To provide an annual special program for this membership group

0  Mortgage Retirement Fund

0  Music Fund To enhance music at the Temple

0  Prayerbook Fund

0  President’s Discretionary Fund  
To be used by the President for/to the benefit of the Temple

0  Rabbi’s Discretionary Fund

0  Temple Sholom Endowment Fund  
Initial Funding from Harold Schwartz President’s Fund

0  Temple Sholom Wish List Donation

0  Tzedakah Fund for Social Action & Caring Committee Activities

0  Unrestricted Temple Donation


